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Ghanem added that First Deputy Prime Minister and
Foreign Minister Sheikh Sabah Khaled Al-Hamad Al-
Sabah spoke about regional issues and Kuwait’s media-
tion among GCC countries, hoping that HH the Amir’s
efforts would result in tackling the inter-GCC rift.

The meeting dealt with other issues, namely the so-
called Abdaly cell case, state security, public fund cases,
measures by the interior ministry to bring to justice
those charged, the corrupt and traitors, “with emphasis
that judicial rules be the basis for determining the truth
and the law be applied literally and justly”. 

Minister of State for Cabinet Affairs Sheikh
Mohammad Al-Abdullah Al-Mubarak Al-Sabah said the
meeting was “very positive and fruitful”. The session
focused on regional situations, measures taken against
the Abdaly cell and action against fugitives from justice
in this case, Sheikh Mohammad, who doubles as Acting
Minister of Information, told reporters. During the meet-
ing, the government briefed deputies on all details it
had regarding such matters, the minister said. Sheikh
Mohammad thanked the deputies for their high spirits
which helped in the success of the meeting, hoping that
patriotic sentiments would prevail and that Kuwait’s
security and stability would be maintained. — KUNA  

Amir urges lawmakers to safeguard...
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The first decision includes fees for health services for non-
Kuwaiti visitors and those not registered in the health insur-
ance system. The second decision decides fees for health
services for expats who are included in the health insurance
system. The decisions do not include any increase in health
insurance charges - these will remain at KD 50 for an expat
worker, KD 40 for his wife and KD 30 each for his children.

The decisions took into consideration and exempted
some cases over humanitarian and social circumstances,
within the rules.

Exemptions include the following categories: Children
under 12 suffering from cancer; non-Kuwaiti wife of a Kuwaiti
citizen; non-Kuwaiti mother of a Kuwaiti; children of a Kuwaiti
woman married to a non-Kuwaiti; inmates of care homes;
inmates of social care homes; GCC citizens; bedoons (state-
less residents); members of official delegations; transit pas-
sengers; foreign prison inmates; scholarship students at the

education ministry; blind patients in private rooms of min-
istry hospitals; all employees of the health ministry, their
spouses and children are exempt from x-ray and nuclear
medicine fees. The decision stipulates that handicapped
non-Kuwaitis shall be treated as Kuwaitis with regards to
prosthetics. 

Meanwhile, the committee studying various subsidies
kept the prices of petrol as is, and reduced the prices of diesel
and kerosene for August to 105 fils from 110 fils. Meanwhile,
UAE and Oman raised prices of all types of petrol and diesel,
while Qatar kept prices as is.

Separately, government sources told Al-Anbaa daily that
Kuwaiti insurance companies are seeking official approval to
raise third-party vehicle insurance from KD 20 to KD 100, an
increase of 400 percent. The current fees have been the same
for more than 55 years, since the issuance of law 24/1961
with regards to insurance companies and brokers. The
sources said most insurance companies are reviewing insur-
ance programs to get official approval.

New health fees to go into effect...

AMMAN: The lower house of Jordan’s parliament yes-
terday scrapped a provision in the kingdom’s penal
code that allowed a rapist to escape punishment if he
married his victim. Cheers and applause erupted from
a packed spectators’ gallery as legislators voted for
repeal, following an emotional debate in which some
of the lawmakers jumped up and yelled at each other.
The vote was hailed as a major step forward for
women in the conservative kingdom. “This is a victory
for the women’s movement and human rights move-
ment in Jordan,” said Salma Nims, the secretary gener-
al of the Jordanian National Commission for Women.

Despite the country’s pro-Western political orienta-
tion and cosmopolitan urban elites, many areas of
Jordan remain socially conservative, with entrenched
notions of “family honor”. This includes the belief that
having a rape victim in the family is shameful, and
that such “shame” can be expunged through mar-
riage. In yesterday’s debate, some lawmakers had
argued that an amended version of Article 308 was
needed to protect rape victims against social stigma
by giving them the marriage option.

In the end, lawmakers voted in line with the recom-
mendations of the government and a royal commit-
tee on legal reforms. Prime Minister Hani Mulki
addressed the plenum before the vote, saying the
government backs repeal. The decision must still be
approved by parliament’s appointed upper house, or
Senate, and by King Abdullah II. After the expected
final approval, Jordan would join Tunisia, Morocco
and Egypt which have canceled their “marry the
rapist” clauses over the years.

The international rights group Human Rights
Watch said Lebanon’s parliament is also considering
repealing such a provision. The clause remains on the

books in several other countries in the Middle East
and Latin America, as well as in the Philippines and
Tajikistan, HRW said. In a statement issued before
Tuesday’s vote, the New York-based watchdog said
that scrapping Article 308 “would be a positive step to
strengthen the rule of law and end impunity for vio-
lence against women.”

Dima Barakat, a leading activist, said that those
forcing a girl to marry her rapist “are killing this girl a
thousand times a day, at least”. The attacker “took
away her dignity, her honor and took away her life,”
Barakat said. Ahead of yesterday’s vote, several dozen
activists rallied outside the parliament in Amman, the
Jordanian capital, calling for repeal. They held up ban-
ners reading “Article 308 is a disgrace to the Jordanian
justice system” and “Article 308 does not protect hon-
or, it protects the culprit.”

Nims said before the vote that many of the law-
makers had been undecided. She said some saw the
provision as a form of “protection” for women who can
demand marriage rather than suffer further social
stigma for having been raped. The need for such “pro-
tection” indicates a fundamental problem in how
Jordanian law and society perceive women, said Eva
Abu Halaweh, executive manager of Mizan for Law, a
human rights group. “The law still looks at women as
bodies, linked with ‘honor,’” Abu Halaweh said.

Earlier this week, parliament took another step
toward legal reform, closing a legal loophole that
had given courts the discretion to impose sentences
of as little as six months on those who killed female
relatives in the name of “family honor”. Under the
new amendment, killing “in a fit of rage” can no
longer be considered a mitigating circumstance in
such cases.  — AP 

Jordan parliament repeals
‘marry the rapist’ clause

AMMAN: Women activists protest in front of Jordan’s parliament yesterday with banners calling on legislators
to repeal a provision that allows a rapist to escape punishment if he marries his victim. — AP 

LONDON: Iran’s Revolutionary Guards have started using
a new route across the Gulf to funnel covert arms ship-
ments to their Houthi allies in Yemen’s civil war, sources
familiar with the matter have told Reuters. In March,
regional and Western sources told Reuters that Iran was
shipping weapons and military advisers to the Houthis
either directly to Yemen or via Somalia. This route how-
ever risked contact with international naval vessels on
patrol in the Gulf of Oman and the Arabian Sea.

For the last six months the Islamic Revolutionary
Guards Corps (IRGC) has begun using waters further up
the Gulf between Kuwait and Iran as it looks for new
ways to beat an embargo on arms shipments to fellow
Shi’ites in the Houthi movement, Western and Iranian
sources say. Using this new route, Iranian ships transfer
equipment to smaller vessels at the top of the Gulf,
where they face less scrutiny. The transhipments take
place in Kuwaiti waters and in nearby international ship-
ping lanes, the sources said.

“Parts of missiles, launchers and drugs are smuggled
into Yemen via Kuwaiti waters,” said a senior Iranian offi-
cial. “The route sometimes is used for transferring cash
as well.” The official added that “what is especially smug-
gled recently, or to be precise in the past six months, are
parts of missiles that cannot be produced in Yemen”.
Cash and drugs can be used to fund Houthi activities,
the official said.

Yemen is more than two years into a civil war pitting
the Houthis against the government of President Abd-
Rabbu Mansour Hadi, which is backed by a Saudi-led
coalition. More than 10,000 people have died in fighting
and a cholera epidemic has infected more than 300,000
in a country on the brink of famine. In backing the
Houthis against a coalition led by its Sunni enemy Saudi
Arabia, Iran is stepping up support for a Shi’ite ally in a
war whose outcome could sway the balance of power in
the Middle East.

Military Equipment
Efforts to intercept military equipment by the coali-

tion have had limited success, with no reported mar-
itime seizures of weapons or ammunition during 2017
so far and only a few seizures on the main land route
from the east of Yemen. Independent UN investigators,
who monitor Yemen sanctions, told the Security Council
in their latest confidential report, which Reuters has
seen, that they continue to investigate potential arms
trafficking routes.

They said the United Arab Emirates - which is part of
the coalition - had reported 11 attacks since Sept 2016
against its ground forces by Houthis using drones, or
UAVs, armed with explosives. “Although Houthi-aligned
media announced that the Sanaa-based Ministry of
Defence could manufacture the UAV, in reality they are
assembled from components supplied by an outside

source and shipped into Yemen,” the report said.
The report added that the Houthis “will eventually

deplete their limited stock of missiles.” This would force
the Houthis to end a campaign of missile attacks against
Saudi territory unless they are resupplied from external
sources. An earlier UN report in January said the Houthis
needed to replenish stocks of anti-tank guided weapons.
The arms smuggling operation may not turn the tide of
the conflict, but it will allow the Houthis receive stable
supplies of equipment that is otherwise hard to obtain.

Safe Route
“The volume of the activity, I don’t call it a trade, is

not very large. But it is a safe route,” a second senior
Iranian official said. “Smaller Iranian ports are being
used for the activity as major ports might attract atten-
tion.” Asked if the IRGC was involved, the second official
said: “No activity goes ahead in the Gulf without the
IRGC being involved. This activity involves a huge
amount of money as well as transferring equipment to
Iranian-backed groups in their fight against their ene-
mies.” A third senior Iranian official also confirmed the
shipment activity and pointed to IRGC involvement.

The IRGC is Iran’s most powerful internal and external
security force, with a sophisticated intelligence and sur-
veillance network together with elite units which are
playing a key role in the war in Syria in support of the
government. The IRGC declined to comment on the
arms shipments and Iranian foreign ministry officials
could not immediately be reached.

Houthi officials were also not immediately avail-
able for comment but in March a Houthi leader, who
declined to be identified, said accusations that Iran
was smuggling weapons into Yemen were an attempt
to cover up Saudi Arabia’s failure to prevail in the war
there. Kuwaiti officials did not respond to questions. A
US Navy spokesman said he had no information on
the matter.

“(The territorial waters of ) Iran, Kuwait and Iraq in
the northern...Gulf butt up against each other,” said
Gerry Northwood, of maritime security firm MAST and
a former British Royal Navy captain who has com-
manded warships in the region. “There is still plenty of
room for smugglers to operate. In fact the whole
Persian Gulf is a hive of small boat activity. And this is
in an area where one man’s illegitimate trade is anoth-
er’s legitimate trade.” 

Hundreds of ships sail through the Bab Al-Mandeb
and Strait of Hormuz every day - waterways which pass
along the coasts of Yemen and Iran. Many are small
dhows, which are hard to track. Western shipping and
security sources said that since March there had been an
increase in suspicious activity involving Iranian-flagged
ships in waters near Kuwait. — Reuters 

Iran Guards find new 
route to arm Houthis

New route uses waters off Kuwait


